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JOHN DENHAM SUTCLIFFE

Wavering Between the Profit and the Loss
Because I am here
Where shadows give awe-depth dimension to the lighted green land,
Where each ragged breath is dust-mote drenched;
Here, with only one wisdom-enslaved shaft clenched
Tight in one blue-stained, strained, sweating hand.
Whether my here and now presence is fact or vision,
The here and now demands further decision.
Because I have started

I

By weeding from the Calypso garden, astrew with flower colors,
A full seven of the menacing hybrid breed;
Though the disciples are sterile to further seed,
There still remains the black propagator of past doleurs.
Decision in progress must be finished —
That, or see all hope diminished.
Because it is time
For me to make the egg of mockery or merit hatch
The burnt-out hope of a serpentine, sullen sneer;
Or make the angelic smile of time's immortal moment appear,
I 11 cut the eight-ball in the side and hope I don't scratch.
It is no quarter that rides on this game
But a whole week of pool-hall fame.

4

JOHN DENHAM SUTCLIFFE

When People Ask Me

When people ask me where I've been
I tell them I've been on vacation:
They don't ask me what I've been on vacation from,
And so I don't tell them.
I wouldn't even if they did.
I haven't been on vacation from myself,
I could never be so lucky, but from them
And I can't have them know it.
When people ask me what I did
I tell them: "Nothing, isn't that
What vacations are for?"
But that isn't so, and I know it;
They're meant for something: for counting
Waves on a brisk sea when the wind's blowing;
They're meant for eating watermelon in a hammock
And spitting the seeds to dry in the careless sun.
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WILLIAM H. SCHUBART

The Piano Lesson
It was already four-thirty, and he was anxious to meet his new
piano teacher. He had heard that he was a Slav, but he didn't really
know what that meant, except that it was half way between Russian
and European. His old piano teacher had died several weeks ago, and
his father had been afraid that he would have to go to the next town
for his lessons since Miss Landres had for years been the only music
teacher in the town and it didn't appear as if another would be taking
her place, at least not until word of her death had circulated through
the countryside.
Soon afterwards, however, a small notice appeared in the paper:
Hermann Weigler, Instruction in
Piano, Voice, and Violin
Lambson Hill Rd.
Anytime
Mr. Weigler had moved into the second story of an old farm house on
the hill. The farmer had died some years ago, and since then, his
widow had let the upstairs rooms, one of which Mr. Weigler now
inhabited.
He gathered up his music and left the house for Mr. Weigler's.
When he had walked the half mile to the farm he went inside and
climbed the uneven steps to an old panel door painted white and
bearing a tarnished bronze placard with the letters "Hermann Weigler,
Musician." Inside he could hear someone playing Debussy's La Cathedrale Engloutie. The note were clear and mellow without a trace of
the bawdy, tinny quality of Miss Landres' piano.
The music continued for several minutes and then stopped at
the end of the piece. He waited nervously for a while, then knocked
on one of the panels. It turned out to be loose and caused an em*
harassing rattle in the dark hall. The door opened almost immediately
as if Mr. Weigler had been waiting for him and sensed his arrival
before the knock.
6
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Mr. Weigler was a heavy man in his early seventies with great jowls
of yellow skin that once held numerous chins, used up now in the
efforts of old age. He had a tremendous head with a few wisps of grey
hair combed over his ears, but the top of his head was bald and
shiny. When he smiled the jowls drew up like a theatre curtain ex
posing a large yellowed collar heavily starched. His small lips drew
back and exposed an inconsistent set of tobacco-stained teeth and a
small pink tongue. He no longer needed to shave once a day. He
wore an immaculate double-breasted suit of dark blue and polished
leather shoes with the laces carefully tied.
The room contained a concert piano that was piled high with
yellow sheet music, most of which was French and Spanish; com
posers such as Albeniz, Pittaluga, and Debussy. The room was quite
dark except for the area around the piano which was lighted by a
single shaded bulb hanging from the ceiling. In the corner, a Siamese
cat sprawled in an overstuffed chair. It half opened one slanted eye
at the boy's arrival and then went back to sleep. There were very few
books in the room except for a few dusty biographies of European
celebrities, probably former friends of Mr. Weigler.
He smiled at the boy and then turning to the cat, he said, "Come
Ramphis, make room for our guest." The cat yawned and yielded the
chair to the boy who thanked Mr. Weigler.
Mr. Weigler walked slowly over to the bench in front of the piano
and motioned the boy to come sit beside him. There was barely room
for the boy on the bench, but he sat down with one side on the bench
and the other side supported by his right leg. Without looking at the
boy Mr. Weigler asked in a slow voice what he had learned, and with
out waiting for a reply he continued, "Have you played much
Debussy?" The boy answered apologetically that he had not played
any, but that he would like to learn, and that he had heard Mr.
Weigler playing La Cathedrale Engloutie on his way in. Mr. Weigler
smiled and thanked him.
"I want you to try this." said Mr. Weigler still looking at the
yellowed ivory keys, "I want you to play me this. Do the best you
can and don't be afraid." He looked up and pointed to the music rack.
The boy looked frightened at first and then moved nervously.
"Don't be afraid." whispered Mr. Weigler, "Anyone can learn to
play it. It just takes practice and time, lots of time, years, in fact,
during which the memory can reduce all its brilliant images into
beautiful music like this you see here in front of you." and he began
to play.
7

The boy could not recognize the piece. Mr. Weigler's fingers
flew across the yellow keys, and the beautiful notes came out smooth
ly dissolving all the accidents of the room into a haze, a mood the boy
felt and feared.
He moved nervously again on the hard bench. lie felt the dull
pain in his right leg with which he supported half his weight. But
still he watched and listened as Mr. Weigler continued to play ef
fortlessly, drawing the notes from the dusty photograph of a woman
on the music rack.

W. H. SCHUBART

Seduction
i

Wake up and walk away from there.
Mother's dead and she won't care.
I know you all too well you see,
Your barren flesh and fertile fear
Of doilies and the rocking chair.
Wake up and walk away to me,
And together we shall see
The lips of Tantalus distending,
The marble arms of Venus bending
A branch of grapes down to his lips.
Wake up and walk away and we
Will find the place where you can be
Like a muddy pool in ferns confined
And I, the swan necked anodyne.
8

ROBERT BEERS

To Annie
There was a greymould rat
limping through the icy grass
to nowhere endlessly, and still
strangely never
did he turn
his matted mask to watch
our passion's dying
in the cold of this
December dusk.
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RICHARD KRUPPP

A Poem
A thousand faceless parasites
attack defenseless me.
And all the while the stupid smile
assures them I can't see.
A million eyeless spectators
applaud combative they.
With every move
the seers approve
my normal dying way.

f
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MICHAEL BERRYHILL

The Problem of the French Intellectuals
The political struggle in France is a complex one, composed of a
long history of varying idealisms and skepticisms, of assumptions,
emotions which have become dogma, of Church against State, of man
against the universe. Political attitudes in France are as variegated
and contradictory as the landscape itself: high, rugged mountains, low
plains, stern northern coast, sunny Mediterranean. The problem of
French politics is to be, or not to be, for that has been the problem in
French letters. Out of the struggle for power, loom the stubborn forces
of historical French intellectualism, forces which shape the attitudes
of nearly all Frenchmen. Any broad generalization as to the nature
of the forces shaping French politics is bound to incur contradictions,
due to the complex nature of the French people.
However, in the study of the intellectual in politics, there are two
broad forces in French letters: skepticism and idealism. Although the
two seem totally incompatible, both have managed to infiltrate nearly
all aspects of French thought, blending it into a fiercely independent
spirit, sometimes of skeptical idealism, sometimes of idealistic skept
icism. The manner in which these forces act upon the French
mind is evidenced in the work of two famous skeptics, Voltaire and
Alain, and two famous idealists, Rousseau and Peguy. The two groups
seem to counteract each other.
The rationalism and reasonableness of Voltaire are im
posed on the excitement or romanticism of Rousseau.
The defiance of Alain is balanced by the stern appeal to
conscience of Peguy. Running throughout is a lusty faith
in individualism and pride in the excellence of the
French spirit of liberty.1
The interaction of the four influences may be seen in modern politics.
Those who want to establish France as a nuclear power independent
of either Russian or American authority, support at once the idealism
of Rousseau and the defiance of Alain. On the other hand, those
leftists desiring to disarm France and form a socialist state employ
the cynicism of Voltaire regarding militarism, and optimism regard
ing the maintenance of human rights and dignity. Both leftists and
rightists thus draw from a common literary heritage, although they
stand for different political goals.
11

Out of the pull and tug of skepticism and idealism has evolved
the problem of the modern French intellectual—political action. The
forces of idealism tell him not to sacrifice his ends to his means, the
forces of skepticism tell him either he will have to resort to pragmatism
or else drop his goals. Intimately connected to his heritage, the French
intellectual has three choices—to act idealistically but with the prob
ability of never attaining his goals, to work for ideals but not with
idealistic means, or to do nothing.
Julien Benda, in The Betrayal of the Intellectuals, believes that
the intellectual should take no action. At the basis of his belief is a
deep distrust in the processes of democracy.
... it seems to me quite correct to say with the French
monarchists that 'democracy is war,' provided that by
democracy is meant the attainment of national suscept
ibility by the masses, and provided that it is recognized
that no change in the system of government would de
stroy this phenomenon.2
The phenomenon of "national susceptibility," the masses falling prey
to a nationalism spouted by the "clerks", or intellectuals who have
betrayed their idealism for the sake of political action, is the stumbling
block for humanity. Benda contends that at one time, material inte
rests were the primary motivation for war and that pride was second.
Now the reverse is true. The intellectuals have fallen victim to xeno
phobia. The clerks' duty is to uphold a standard for all men, not just
the men of one country. The role of the intellectual is not for action
but for thought. "It may be said that thanks to the clerks, humanity
did evil for 2000 years, but honored good."3 Now, even the clerks have
succumbed to the base instincts of the masses, placing "artistic sensi
bility" above sensibility. The denial of human perfection and the as
sumption that might makes right lead to the denial of absolute veri
ties. The intellectuals have betrayed their heritage through their drive
for political action.
Throughout the book, Benda emphasizes the contrast between
great intellectuals of former times, such as Spinoza and Socrates, with
minor modern writers of the nationalist movement in France—Sorel,
Chamberlain, Barres. Investigation surely could provide the names of
the traitorous clerks of ancient Greece who forced Socrates to down
his hemlock. Furthermore, Benda never really backs up his major point
of dispute—the purpose of the clerk. Arbitrarily designating ivory
towers, cups of hemlock, and crosses as the true mark of the intellect
ual places a judgment as to the type of philosophy one might teach.
12

Humanism seems to be what Benda purports, yet he knows full well
that the masses only pay lip service to their own divinity. At the basis
of Benda's humanism lies the same philosophy he is speaking against.
He accuses the clerks of negating the purpose of all intellectuals, in
cluding themselves, by denying the perfectability of man, yet in the
same breath, he exhorts them to return to the ivory tower because
man has done evil for 2000 years, but at least has paid lip service
to good.
In essence, Benda makes it implicit that to be an intellectual, one
has to uphold Benda's ideas of humanism, "the divinity of man."4 The
possibility that a non-nihilistic viewpoint might be developed out of
the denial of the standard, absolute humanism, is never considered. He
takes it for granted that Camus and Sartre will never exist. But at
least he is finally realistic enough to recognize that his problem is not
the betrayal of the clerks as much as it is the assimilation of the
clerks. The masses have reached the point in history when they have
the practical as well as legal means to exert their beliefs. For a period
of 2000 years, tyrants have held, them in check; they had to pay hom
age to the absolute values, although they might not use them. In a
sense, Benda condones 2000 years of evil because of the hypocritical
reverance of the people. With their rulers gone, the people become
their own tyrants, and it is only natural that the "clerks" of national
ism turn up, for they require a real form of humanism, one in which
they can believe, one to which they will be nationally susceptible, in
stead of one of forced lip service. But even Benda cannot be certain
that Socrates would not speak up, given the chance to combat fervent
nationalism. The rise of fascist nationalism is obviously not countered
by the calling of platitudes from the cross. Benda's analysis of the
situation makes clearer the possibilities for real political reform—so
cialism and/or communism.
One of Benda's primary concerns is the nature of the new hu
manism, which he believes to be rather a form of humanitarianism.
This effort^of so many modern teachers to assert the
imperfectability of human nature appears as one of their
strangest attitudes, if you realize that it tends towards
nothing less than asserting the complete uselessness of
their function, and proving that they have completely
ceased to realize its very essence ... we are tempted
to ask them what is their reason for existing.*
Jean-Paul Sartre's Existentialism and the Human Emotions proposes
a philosophy which Benda fails to consider in his "straw-man" de13

struction of modern humanism. Sartre states that "by existentialism,
we mean a doctrine which makes human life possible, and, in addi
tion, declares that every truth and every action implies a human
setting and a human subjectivity."" Sartre believes that man exists
in a plane by himself, that there is no God, and therefore no a priori
good, and therefore unlimited possibilities for man. Man shapes his
destiny, and is nothing more than the sum-total of his deeds, his
actions, not his dreams. Because man is alone, he can no longer make
excuses for himself; when he acts, he places a universal value on that
act. In a sense, he is God. To Benda's humanistic pessimism that the
masses will remain forever corrupted in their democratic condition,
that the intellectual can take no action, Sartre replies that action is
the only course. Since action is now based on realities, not ideals,
political action and intellectualism are not incompatible, in fact can
not be incompatible. The time of tyrants, both of the tyrannical God
and the tyrannical State is over; there is no longer a position in the
world for the ivory tower intellectual.
You see that it (existentialism) cannot be taken for a
philosophy of quietism, since it defines man in terms of
action; nor for a pessimistic description of man—there is
no doctrine more optimistic since man's destiny is within
himself; nor for an attempt'to discourage man from act
ing since it tells him that the only hope is in his acting
and that action is the only thing that enables man to
live. Consequently we are dealing here with an ethics of
action and involvement.7
Thus, Sartre repudiates Benda's contention that the rejection of
eternal values denies reason for existence; in fact, it is a reason for
action, which is the mode of existence.
Sartre's imagery brings forth three stages of man; "We can see
ourselves as stone, vegetable, or authentic person."" As a stone or
en-soi, man's life belongs to nature; realizing nothing about the nature
of his existence, he is passive. As an authentic person, or pour-soi, he
is a free individual, realizing the nature of his existence; he is struggl
ing. Between the two is the vegetable state or "moral nausea," where
man vaguely realizes his responsibility, but is to weak to act. Such is
the condition of Antoine Roquentin, "hero" of Sartre's first book,
Nausea. He has been living in a petrified state, he has been an en-soi,
and he just begins to realize it upon looking into the mirror.
My glance slowly and wearily travels over my forehead,
my cheeks: it finds nothing firm, it is stranded. Obvi14

ously, there is not even a human expression, Yet Anny
and Velines thought I looked so alive: perhaps I am too
used to my face."
The Nausa has seized Roquentin before, and now it is slowly growing
on him: he is revulsed by physical objects, the thought of touching
them, and this is carried over to the people he knows who are no bet
ter, who are only stones.
I wanted to and could not pick up a paper lying on the
ground. This is all and it is not even an event. Yes—but,
to tell the whole truth, I was deeply impressed by it. I
felt I was no longer free.10
Paradoxically, Roquentin is on the path to becoming free, for the
Nausea makes him realize the trapped condition is which he has been
living. The world is the cause of his Nausea.
His blue cotton shirt stands out joyfully against the
chocolate-coloured wall. That too brings on Nausea. The
Nausea is not inside me: I feel it out there in the wall,
in the suspenders, everywhere aroXiqd me. It makes itself
one with the cafe, I am the one whcus within it.11
The escape from Nausea to freedom is a sickening, torturous path,
one that requires the surrendering of illusion and realization of what
one is.
The fact that man is only what he does, "the ensemble of his
acts,"12 leads his to attempt to evaluate his acts. But the real know
ledge of self, according to Sartre, comes only from others; we become
captives of le regard des autres, of those who observe, judge, objectify
our deeds. This indeed is the main point of Satre's play Huis Clos
(No Exit). The three characters are prisoners in a room in hell. In£s
is a lesbian and postal worker, Garcin a coward and journalist,
Estelle an adultress, child-murderer, and socialite. As the play de
velops, each becomes dependent upon another, each becomes the
bourreau, the torturer of the other. The management of hell, by using
its clientele to torture one another "a realise une £conomie de personel"yi Ines cannot have Estelle because of Garcin, Estelle cannot
have Garcin because of In&s, and because Garcin is a coward, he must
try to convince Inds that he was the man he thinks he is. Each be
comes a mirror for the other, and at the same time, a torturer. Hell
becomes other people. This sort of hell-on-earth, (for of course, Sartre
does not really believe in after-life), is the problem of man and his
existena the heavy responsibility of freedom in a world with no set
standard of values.
15

The problem of political action, of idealism versus pragmatism
is the subject of Sartre's play Dirty Hands. It centers around two
proletarian party ' members, Hoederer, an important party leader,
and pragmatist, and Hugo, party worker and idealist. In a political
move to maintain party power in his war-torn nation, Hoederer has
sacrificed certain party ideals. Hugo, assigned as Hcederer's secretary,
has orders to kill him. But Hoederer proves that idealism is not
enough to make Hugo kill dispassionately; Hugo ends up liking and
respecting him. However, Hugo sees his wife in Hoederer's arms, and
in a fit of rage kills him. Later it is discovered that Hoederer's policy
had been the correct one, and that his assassination has been a useless
crime of passion. Had the killing been purposeful, an idealist like Hugo
could have lived, but because it became meaningless, and all acts are
judged by results, not their motivation, Hugo commits suicide. Sartre
seems to be pointing out the necessity of pragmatism in political action — as long as the end is eventually achieved, the final outcome
determining the worth of any action.
The work of Albert Camus contains similarities to that of Sartre.
ne Stranger, Camus' first work of major importance, is a novel of the
absurd. The world of the leading character, Meursault, it absurd in
two aspects: first, the "essential lack of coherent significance in the
world, >' as incarnated in Meursault's apathy and attitude towards
ife, and secondly, Meursault's tragic fate, his condemnation because
e had not cried at his mother's funeral, the concept that "he was
already a criminal at heart."- Implicit in the absurdity of the world
is e artrian denunciation of all those who are certain that they
ave a right to exist. The prosecutor, according to Meursault, is an
en-soi.
He seemed so cocksure, you see. And yet none of his
certainties was worth one strand of a woman's hair. Liv
ing as he did, like a corpse, he couldn't even be sure of
)eing alive. It might look as though my hands were
empty. Actually, I was sure of myself, sure about every
thing, far surer than he; sure of my present life and of
the death that was coming. That, no doubt was all I had;
but at least that certainty was something I could get my
teeth int°—just as it had got its teeth into me.10
All the anguish of existence gnaws on Meursault, but unlike the prosecutor, he becomes aware of what life is about-the absurdity of it
But absurdity is not a stopping point for Camus. To be sure,
16

he has seen the absurdity of the world, and noted society's attempt
to make man feel guilt or shame for existing, but The Stranger does
not attempt to resolve a positive sense of values, other than the phys
ical joy of living. The Plague is an attempt to establish a humanism
in a cold, indifferent, sometimes hostile world. The two central char
acters, Rieux and Rambert, in many ways resemble Hugo and Hoederer of Sartre's Dirty Hands. A plague has hit the African town of
Oran, isolating it, sealing off its people behind the town walls. The
complacency, the apathy of the town is eventually replaced by fear,
and finally by united courage, as they work to combat the menace.
Supposedly an allegory of the German occupation, The Plague takes
on more significant aspects in the contrast of the humanisms of Ram
bert and Rieux. Rambert, a young journalist separated from his lover
and yearning to return to her, eventually decides against escape when
he has the chance. Rieux is a doctor whose only dedication is to the
health of his patients. The humanism of Hugo and Rambert—roman
tic and idealistic—are contrasted with the humanism of Hoederer and
Rieux—love of man as he is, not as he might be.
"Well personally, I've seen enough of people who die for
an idea. I don't believe in heroism; I know it's easy and
I've learned it can be murderous. What interests me is
living and dying for what one loves."
Rieux had been watching the journalist attentively.
With his eyes still on him he said quietly:
"Man isn't an idea, Rambert."
Rambert sprang off the bed, his face ablaze with
passion.
"Man is an idea, and a precious small idea, once he
turns his back on love. And that's my point; we—
mankind—have lost the capacity for love. We must face
that fact, doctor. Let's wait to acquire that capacity or,
if it's beyond us, wait for the deliverance that will come
to each of us anyway, without playing the hero. Person
ally, I look no farther."
"You're right, Rambert, quite right, and for noth
ing in the world would I try to dissuade you from
what you're going to do; it seems to me absolutely right
and proper. However, there's no question of heroism in
all this. It's a matter of common decency."
"What do you mean by 'common decency'?" Rambert's tone was grave.
17

"I don't know what it means for other people. But
in my case I know that it consists in doing my job."17
This sort of tough-minded humanism, the direct day-to-day fighting
of death and misery is in striking contrast to Benda's belief that no
positive humanism can be worked out of the denial of man's perfectability.
The Rebel, a long involved philosophical essay, is the breaking
point of Camus and Sartre. It is an attempt to discover where the
rebels, the clerks have gone wrong, and why, in the face of absurdist
reasoning, revolutions overstep their limits and become murderous. It
is the problem of murder, which finally dominates the essay, the re
turn to the age-old problem—"does the end justify the means?",
particularly in the light of absurdist philosophy. In the introduction,
Camus begins his train of thought with the concept of the absurd:
And that concept of the absurd leads only to a contra
diction as far as the problem of murder is concerned.
Awareness of the absurd when we first claim to deduce a
rule of behavior from it, makes murder seem a matter
of indifference, to say the least, and hence possible.'"
From this position, Camus reasons that since there are no guiding
principles, the absurdist world must be divided into two camps, the
master and slaves, and that any sort of crime is permissible. However,
at the basis of this reasoning is the concept that life is the only good,
and that suicide negates the absurdist premise.
To say that life is absurd, the conscience must be alive
. . . From the moment that life is recognized as good, it
becomes good for all men. Murder cannot be made co
herent when suicide is not considered coherent.'"
It is this train of thought, says Camus, which has been overlooked
in revolutions.
The purpose of revolution is to establish limits. But in rebelling
from absolutes, the rebel tends to establish a new absolute. Camus
points out famous examples in French literature: Sade, in his desire
to release himself from normal sexual limits, replaces them with a
dictatorship of absolute liberty; Rimbaud, seeking release from all
normal mundane cares, becomes a miser in later life; Lautreamont,
issuing forth songs of revolt in Les Chants de Maldoror, conforms to
rules and traditions in Les Poesies. This too, is the case of the Com
munists, says Camus. In adopting the Hegelian theory of history, they
have placed absolutes upon their doctrine, making 'it a religion of
history instead of historical progress; it has degenerated into a nihi18

listic, murdering state. Instead of establishing a new limit, rebels tend
to succumb to a nihilistic tendency of absolutes.
The divergence of Camus and Sartre can perhaps be best seen in
the analogous novel The Mandarins, by Simone de Beauvoir. Henri
is editor of a resistance newspaper, UEspoir, just as Camus was editor
of Combat. Robert, a prominent left wing writer and politician, re
presents Sartre. The war is over, and Henri has illusions of peace and
happiness. But Robert's young daughter realizes even then that the
struggle is going to continue: "We've been in this so-called revolu
tionary era for ages. And yet nothing seems to change."2" Although
Henri wants to keep his newspaper free of political affiliation, financial
and political pressure force him to become the party organ of the
S.R.L., Robert's left wing movement, which is working for a socialist
Europe in cooperation with the Communists. But Henri's primary
concern is for the truth. When presented with evidence of fascist
atrocities in Portugal, he prints vehement articles. When confronted
with far worse atrocties in the Soviet Union, he has no choice but to
attack them, while still maintaining support for the eventual goals of
Communism. Of course, the right wing press eagerly supports the
condemnation of Russian policy and mistakenly believes Henri to be
swinging to the right, while the Communists immediately attack Hen
ri. Robert has not been in favor of the article, for he knows that its
publication in UEspoir would mean the collapse of the S.R.L. The
two split basically over pragmatism and idealism; Henri demands the
truth at the cost of his ability to take effective political action;
Robert desperately desires the maintenance of his political effective
ness at the expense of overlooking brutality.
In real life, the situation was philosophically more complicated,
but the analogy remains apt. The Rebel is a condemnation of Com
munist activity. Although Camus upholds the final purposes and goals
of the Communist state, for philosophical reasons, he cannot accept
the Communist religion of the state or the policy of mass murder as
means. Sartre, on the other hand, maintains that the ends justify the
means, in spite of the incisive contradictions presented by Camus.
Right wing writers, just as in The Mandarins, took up the side of
Camus when they beheld the vicious attacks made by Cartre's Marx
ist disciples. Camus, as Henri, preferred to drop into the background
and just write. But this was not the same type of return to the ivory
tower advocated by Benda, for Camus' humanism takes place under
conditions which Benda believes it impossible to fashion a humanism:
the world of the absurd.
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Out of the French history of intellectualism has developed, then,
a fiercely independent form of humanism. Benda, in comparing modern
French clerks to those of history, never significantly brings to light
the spirit of French individualism, and individualism which has man
aged to bring shape out of absurdity. He traces the development of
the intellectual, but fails to draw any correlation with history. Camus
and Sartre, while at odds, properly represent the forces of action as
opposed to inaction. They supply humanism where once there was
none, or if there was one, a false one, built upon absolutes which the
masses no longer are forced to respect. These French intellectuals
articulate a universal humanism from the problems of mankind in
general. They are not the clerks Benda seeks, nor are they the ones
he attacks. They are more than he deserves, for they are not content
to sit idly by.

f
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MICHAEL B. SCHILLER

To J. D. Salinger
So you really think that fat
Lady in the circus is old J. C.
himself.
Barnum was right.
Now he'll be able to bill Her as
"Come and see the living christ
Divine reflection of you own soul."
People will flock to the circus,
Worship the fat Lady
And cotton candy
Will finally replace the host.
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MICHAEL B. SCHILLER

To E.
Like children who play
with half-filled
ballons
pretend they are
breasts
suck and pull
upon
distended ends
I am afraid
when I let go
you will fly a
w

a
y
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M. SALIM LONE

Washington Square

Inadvertancy so governs my life that the last four days have
found me in the area of Washington Square. The Square always
comes as a shock to me, for I do not mean to wander so far away
from my little place up on 86th Street. Not that I mind the Square
— it is always pleasant here, and the summer heat is kind enough to
content itself with warming the leaves which protect the park surroun 'ng the Square. The people I see here are interesting, even if a
trifle strange. Actually, I do not understand them at all, and the four
evenings here have presented sights which have left me utterly
baffled.
Yesterday, for example
it was hot, and by six a considerable
crowd had gathered at the fountain. It seems that these people come
home from work, tired, but instead of resting in their beds prefer to
relax with a thousand others in the uncomfortable park. The reason
is eyon me. Anyway, it was nearing dusk yesterday when I noticed
this young girl cross my place at the fountainside twice in five minu s. rcim ately I was intrigued. There was nothing peculiar about
er, but the strained, searching look on her face yielded the promise
o a mystery, and rather held me. Her face was strangely pretty, but
the strangeness lost itself in the rest of her person, which was very
pleasant to look at. Her hair had been bleached to a very attractive,
subtle shade of blonde, and she was dressed not conventionally but in
the manner of the young people at Washington Square — a small,
sleeveless blouse and a wrap-around with sandals. She had circled the
oun ain wice, now she moved back a little and stood staring through
Then ^ wandered °« to the left, lost
fr^view1"5
^ turned to watch the rest of the crowd. There must have been
seven y lve people around the fountain, but nobody seemed to be
talking. It was surprisingly quiet. I guess that is why I noticed these
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two young men coming down from the east — they were talking
loudly, and the laugh that one of the two let off sounded grotesque
in the stillness. They came up to the fountain and stopped right next
to me. People somehow always stop right next to me.
The two who chose to do so now were sh&bbily dressed, their
hairy legs conspicuous for the trousers which stopped long before
reaching their ankles, and which revealed shoes without socks. They
were dirty and ugly, and I wished that they would move away from
me. They must suddenly have noticed someone they knew, for all at
once they took off, swiftly making their way to the girl whom I had
noticed earlier, and who was once again standing nearby, looking
rather distressed. The two marched right up to her and one of them
slapped the poor girl on the behind. She whirled around quickly, and
recognizing the two boys gave them an ugly, hostile look. The boys
must not have understood — why, I do not know — for they laughed
out loud in response, and I heard one of them say, "Hi, Jenny, Let's
go have a drink at Louis'." The other one, determined to communi
cate a truth which must have burnt fires deep within his soul, chimed
in with, "Yeh, drink does you good." The girl was obviously unin
terested in furthering her acquaintance with the two, for she turned
away contemptuously, in a gesture which seemed to dismiss them
from her life forever. The boys, quick to reassure each other that it
was the girl and not they who had been at fault, let out another laugh,
and walked jauntily away.
Convinced that this was one incident of which I had seen the
last, I turned to watch another affair unfolding on my right. This boy
must have ingratiated himself with the girl quickly for she was smil
ing broadly at him. She looked very sweet. Almost like Ellen. Dear
old Ellen left four hundred miles and an irrevocable quarrel behind.
I wouldn't have minded being the successful boy at her left. Some
day, perhaps. . . . But it was getting late now. My watch indicated
nine. People were leaving. There were only a few of us left. I was
just about to get up myself when the girl called Jenny reappeared and
sat down at the fountainside a few feet from mc. The light from the
streetlamp which shone directly on her face revealed dejection and
tiredness. I noticed suddenly that someone was standing right behind
her. She must have felt his presence right then too, because she
turned around quickly, saw the face — which belonged to the more
obnoxious of the two boys who had accosted her earlier — and started
to say something angrily. And then, she relaxed, let slip a wan smile,
and said weakly, "Hi." The boy must have been as surprised at this
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as I was, but he effected a recovery of which I would have been in
capable in that short instant, and sat down next to her. Then he
leaned over and whispered something in her ear. The girl, not so bent
upon maintaining the conversation at the level of a whisper, replied
tiredly, "I guess so."
Let s go then," he said, standing up and taking her hand. She
stayed seated for a second, then got up, and they left.
I was alone at the fountainside now, and I sat there for awhile,
pondering what I had seen. I coudn't understand how a girl could
decide to go home with a boy who had so obviously and rightly dis
gusted her an hour earlier. Then telling myself that I just needed time
to get used to these people, I took my own way home.
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CARL THAYLER

Marcia
My love
her hand
both hands
bind with light, with dark
strands, who
on seeing her
could tell
hair
from light, from weather
lifting
both the light
and dark strands
back.
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STEVE WEITZMAN

A Preview of Friedrich Durrenmatts

The Visit
This is the story of a whore named Claire. Not just an ordinary
whore, to be sure, but one who is the richest person in the world. Now
an old lady of 63, she comes back to visit her home town which she
left over 40 years ago. Gullen, once a thriving, even cultural, commu
nity is now hopelessly impoverished, ruined, shabby. The village's
chance for life and prosperity is Claire, who may be convinced to do
nate it several million dollars. But the world's richest lady is prepared
to give more — a billion dollars — on one condition:
Claire: In exchange for my billion dollars, I want justice.
(Silence)
Mayor: Justice, madame?
Claire: I wish to buy justice.
Mayor: But justice cannot be bought, madame.
Claire: Everything can be bought.
Grotesquely the story develops. At the age of 17, Claire had a
ove affair with a boy named Schill, who is now a respectable family
man and one of the town's leading citizens. The affair of their youth
ended in Claire's pregnancy. She started a paternity suit against
Schill and lost, for Schill had bribed two other boys into falsely swearing that they had also slept with her. Claire was driven out of town;
in disgrace she fled to Hamburg, where she become a whore. There
she met and married a millionaire, and started on her rise to riches.
Now she returns to the town and demands justice for the ill-treat
ment she once suffered. The poverty stricken village will receive one
billion dollars, in return for the life of Schill! The mayor, in the name
ot the town and humanity, categorically refuses. But this is only the
end of Act I.
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Friedrich Durrenmatt, a contemporary Swiss playwright, belongs
to a group of post-World War II writers who reacted against the
moral and intellectual ruins of modern civilization. Influenced by
Bertold Brecht, they moved away from the traditional techniques
and forms of the Aristotelian drama. No longer is the stage the world,
nor are the actors people. The stage consciously remains the stage
and the actors remain actors; no attempt is made to convince the
audience that what they are seeing is a "slice of life;" no longer is the
Aristotelian concept of art as "'a mirror of life" valid. On the con
trary — the audience must constantly be reminded that what they
are observing is art, drama, an artificial creation. The audience must
not identify or empathize with the characters, instead they must be
"alienated" from the whole drama. The direction now is not towards
the stage, but away from it; it is not emotional participation that is
demanded from the viewer, rather, critical evaluation.
The theory of alienation (Verfremdungs Effekt) is used exten
sively by Durrenmatt in The Visit for the definite purpose of con
fusing the audience, of shocking it into a questioning, critical state of
mind. Men dress up and act as trees in a forest; the scenes are
changed openly and quickly; three different husbands are played by
the same actor; and suddenly, out of nowhere, a half-naked woman
runs across the stage and disappears. All this to make the viewer
aware that what he sees here is a play, an artificial creation, a group
of actors on a stage, not living, but performing. Further attempts to
"alienate" the audience should be made by the director and actors
themselves. Brecht wrote several essays discussing such techniques.
Not only in technique has Durrenmatt moved away from tradi
tional drama, but also in form. He is not interested in heroic passions,
tragic entanglements, or archetypal conflicts. He is interested in the
the allegory, the fable, the parable. The theater is not a place for
emotional catharsis but for didactic criticism of modern man and
society. Claire is not a Medea figure whose body trembles with the
lust for revenge; she is what she is — the richest lady in the world,
absolute. She is no longer human, but neither does she represent evil
or justice: "The world made me into a whore; now I make the world
into a brothel." She says this, not with bitterness and hate, but, with
humor, distance, and her own haughty charm. She is
pure,
bright and clear figure who demands the death of her first love, but
intends afterwards to set up a loving monument to his dead body
Although not a simple figure, she is nonetheless part of a parable; as
such, she must be an honest, but echoless characterization.
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The same is true of the mayor, the pastor, the policeman, and
the citizens of the town. They are not characters, but characteriza
tions. Their reaction to the old lady's offer is not unique, or dramatic;
it is plainly human — in fact, all too human.
The exceptions to these stick figures are Schill and the teacher.
Schill, after his mishandling of Claire, married an ordinary girl and
became a respectable member of the indigent community. His life,
up to the visit, was dull, mediocre. Claire and her demand for justice
separated and marked him for death. His executioners are to be his
fellow townspeople and his family. They are not evil executioners, but
only unconscious, almost well-meaning ones. This, of course, sets the
stage for a classical tragic hero; and Schill does reach minor, tragic
proportions. Out of his early complacency and dull-wittedness he rises
to an understanding of fate and his fellow man. The teacher, also,
sees the inevitabilty of Schill's death, attempts to fight and protest,
but loses and turns to drink in his defeat. In the human figures of
Schill and the teacher, the heroic and the pathetic, the play becomes
more than a pure parable; it becomes good drama.
The discussion of Friedrich Durrenmatt's "Der Besuch der alten
Dame ' is finished. Yet a sad chore remains. The play was written ori
ginally in German and will be performed here at Kenyon in English.
I do not think it necessary to re-emphasize the somewhat pedantic
law that "literature loses something in the translation." Minor points
are lost: the name of the town, Gullen, which means nothing in Eng
lish, means "liquid manure" in Swiss-German. Many fine and subtle
nuances which form the sharp, biting edge of Durrenmatt's wit and
satire simply evaporate, leaving behind a duller, faded work of art.
But this can't be helped, and good translations, as bad as they are,
are acceptable and bearable. BUT — what the Kenyon Drama De
partment is forced to use is a catastrophe; or, as it says on the script,
an adaptation. The adapter is Maurice Valencey who re-wrote a bril
liant play for . . . Broadway. He was not so much concerned with
faithfully translating Durrenmatt as he was with writing a "hit," a
palatable play for Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontane. This meant cut
ting out the 'revolutionary" alienation effects as well as the constant,
satirical attacks on marriage, the police, the church, and the world.
In place of the original, unique Durrenmatt characters, Valency sub
stituted common, run-of-the-mill, Broadway figures. It is not a ques
tion of the translation of a brilliant play, but of the perversion of one.
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No fault, however, lies with the Kenyon Drama Department.
The director of the play, Mr. Michael Birtwistle, realizes all to well
the shortcomings of this adaptation. Unfortunately he is at the mercy
of the copyright laws which permit only this version to be produced,
although a good translation does exist. (Such are the lamentable re
sults when business mixes with literature,) However, Mr. Birtwistle
has stated that as much as possible will be done to salvage the spirit
of Durrenmatt's The Visit of the Old Lady. For the spirit must
come through: the sharp, critical look at the moral chaos not in Gullen Switzerland, but in "any land," and the comments on modern
civilization — comments that draw blood. The Visit is a didactic
parable with a moral. At the end of the original version a chorus of
townspeople comes on stage to tell us this moral; they pathetically
praise the modern bitch-goddess Wealth, never realizing that she, by
driving them to purge themselves of injustice, has plunged them deeper into injustice.
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PAUL BATES

Belly-Up
So I ve (more than once) misspelled my name:
it was always done not in my presence
but lying in the white grass, ignoring the
white sky,
and when my hand had stopped
no one yelled timber, and a white tree, felled,
toppled: too late, but I heard a yell
just in time to look up, droning,
"So I've misspelled my name."
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PAUL BATES

The Cat
Eighteen years eyes open ears upward
more than an estimated life's duration
and still live eyes open ears upward;
the wisdom of an old and well kept cat:
Knowing soundlessly what's worth what,
versed in relativity,
a hunter — many rodents' mangled purple pulp
stalked down one-doored corridors
and on boundless fields:
torn in their indecision by their fears
he knew
and being flung at his knees
they knew
not what befell their lifeless limbs
— And a lover — so many a forgotten Miss
whose calcium remains linger
for no give reason
were mothers of his many sons
hunters and lovers also, fathers' fathers
— This wise old cat. I sought him out
to share his understanding
and when — in joviality — I pulled his tail
he moaned an indignant mew
for I, the unbeliver, was not to know:
For him, all jest was past, all time
was now, and if I'd let him pass
he'd leave me in the corridor.
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